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ARTICLE 24 
TIME AND EFFORT COMMITMENT 

A. Postdoctoral Scholars are full-time FLSA-exempt professional appointees.  Postdoctoral 
Scholars are appointed with the expectation that they will have a full time involvement in 
scholarly pursuits, except as provided in §D. below.   

B. The workweek for full-time exempt appointees is normally at least 40 hours, with the 
emphasis placed on meeting the responsibilities assigned to the position, on making 
progress toward their professional goals, and on demonstrating their research and 
creative capabilities, rather than on working a specified number of hours.  Required 
work schedules must be reasonable, and related to the research needs.  In recognition 
of the professional exempt status of Postdoctoral Scholars, assigned work schedules 
provide the flexibility to meet research goals and to occasionally allow a schedule of less 
than 40 hours in a week.   

C. Postdoctoral Scholars do not receive overtime compensation or compensatory time off. 
D. EXCEPTIONS TO FULL TIME APPOINTMENTS: 

1. Upon written request of the appointee and concurrence of the supervisor, the 
University may grant an exception to the full time appointment expectation when 
the appointee is unable to make a full-time commitment for reasons of health, 
family responsibilities, or employment external to the University.  Such a request 
must take into account extramural funding agency requirements, if any.   

2. When a Postdoctoral Scholar simultaneously holds a University teaching 
appointment or other University position, the percent time of the Postdoctoral 
Scholar appointment normally will be reduced so that the sum of the percent 
times of the two appointments equals one-hundred percent (100%). 

3. When the University reduces an appointment as described in §D.1., above, the 
supervisor and Postdoctoral Scholar shall sign a written agreement specifying the 
reduction in hours of work and concomitant responsibilities.  

4. The full-time work expectation in §A. and B., will be prorated for Postdoctoral 
Scholars with less than a full-time appointment as provided in §D.   
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